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South Korea has generally been underperforming other emerging markets recently, but the KOSPI, a broad measure of

South Korean equities, hit a three-year high in anticipation of higher dividend payments1. Newly appointed finance
minister Choi Kyung-hwan announced tax measures that will incentivize corporations to unlock billions of dollars in cash
reserves and redistribute them in the form of dividends and capital expenditure (capex). Choi stated “The goal of the

plan is to help encourage companies’ profits to be spent more in the form of investments and dividends."2 Additionally a
$40 billion stimulus package, which is close to 3% of gross domestic product (GDP), was rolled out to help stimulate a
languishing economy that grew at its slowest pace in more than a year. Why the Emphasis on Higher Dividends? The
South Korean equity market has one of the lowest dividend payout ratios in the world. Choi stated, “When a company
makes a profit, the funds have to flow into households in the economy through investments, salaries or dividends for the

economy to be functioning properly.”3 Below we detail the new economic team’s proposals to facilitate higher dividend
payouts. Raising dividend payouts potentially can be a stimulant for asset prices, attracting a new range of market
participants looking for the cash flows from those equities. Growth in valuations can help boost domestic demand and
subsequently improve economic growth. The policies aiming to increase dividends: • New tax on undistributed
earnings: The government plans to introduce a 10% tax on undistributed net earnings to encourage investments,
dividends and wage hikes in South Korea. This tax will be assessed on large companies if the combined impact of
dividends, capex and wage increases is below 60% to 80% of the company’s net profits. The tax is charged on the
shortfall at 10%, and this is effective for earnings in 2015, 2016 and 2017.   - One need not look far to understand the
economic implications of these taxes. Taiwan introduced a similar tax on undistributed earnings in 1998, and today its

equity market has an average dividend payout ratio of 48%. In contrast, South Korea’s payout ratio is 14%4. These tax
incentives clearly have an impact.   - Michael Na, Nomura’s Korean strategist, argues, “If Korean firms start paying out
50% of earnings, which would be 5.2% of dividend yield. That could spark a wave of buying and see the KOSPI rise to
3,000.” The potential for a 5.2% dividend yield is highly alluring, given that current dividend yields in South Korea stand

at 1.1%5.   • Lower tax on dividend income: The government has also proposed lowering withholding tax rates for both
large and minority shareholders who are currently subject to a dividend income tax of 38% and 15%, respectively. The
proposal would allow large shareholders of qualified listed companies to pay a withholding tax of 25%, from a
consolidated income tax of 38%. Which Stocks Are More Likely to Raise Dividends? The companies that are slated to
increase dividend payments will most likely be the ones that are large and liquid in nature, have strong cash balances
and have low current payout ratios. WisdomTree created an earnings-weighted index for Korea largely because the
dividend payout ratios were some of the lowest in the world. The stocks with the most earnings and generally free cash
flow outside of needs for capex are likely to be the ones increasing dividends—and we’d expect our earnings-weighted
index to represent these opportunities well. Within our broad dividend-based emerging market strategies, Korea has
always received relatively little weight given its historically low dividend payout percentages, while Taiwan has been a
relatively high-weighted country. That gap may be set to close in the coming years. These bold moves by the South
Korean government could be a game changer for the country’s equity markets in the years ahead. We wrote about the
currency warning the central bank and finance minister issued earlier this summer, and since then the Korean won has
started backing off its extreme highs. The combination of a weaker won and higher dividends could be a good boost for
Korean equity shares. We’d advocate for looking at currency-hedged equities given the currency warnings stemming

from Korea, along with a recent cut in interest rates by the Bank of Korea.         1Source: Bloomberg, as of 7/28/14.
2Korea Daily, 7/23/14. 3Frances Yoon, “Korea Plans Dividend Boost,” IFR Asia, 8/2/14. 4Source: WisdomTree,

Bloomberg, : UBS Quant Research, MSCI, IBES as of 7/25/2014 5Source: Bloomberg on MSCI Korea trailing dividend
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yield as of 8/1/14.

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

Investments focused in Korea are increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which
can adversely affect performance. Dividends are not guaranteed, and a company’s future ability to pay dividends may be
limited. A company currently paying dividends may cease paying dividends at any time.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
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 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Capex  : Funds used by a company to acquire or upgrade physical assets such as property, industrial buildings or
equipment. This type of outlay is made by companies to maintain or increase the scope of their operations.

Dividend Payout Ratio  : The percentage of earnings paid to shareholders in dividends. Calculated as yearly dividends
per share over earnings per share.

Dividend yield  : A financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in dividends each year relative to its share
price.
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